IMU and monocular camera).
timately stemming from the limited payload capacity of the camera) is presented. The navigation task is cast as a Simulvehicle. Sensing is greatly limited, often including only an taneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem. While inertial measurement unit (IMu) and a monocular camera. SLAM has been the subject of a great deal of research, the Furthermore, since small UAVs are typically intended to be highly non-linear system dynamics and limited sensor suite inexpensive, the use of high-quality IMUs is precluded, makavailable in this application presents a unique set of chaling a purely inertial navigation solution infeasible. Hence the lenges which have not previously been addressed. In this problem is to obtain a localization solution which is accurate particular application solutions based on Extended Kalman enough and is updated quickly enough to be useful for naviFilters have been shown to diverge and alternate techniques gation using an extremely limited sensor suite (the on-board are required.
IMU and monocular camera).
In this paper an Unscented Kalman Filter is applied to the By fusing inertial measurements and bearings to fixed objects navigation problem, which leads to a consistent estimate of on the ground we can obtain a navigation solution. Fusing vehicle and feature states. This paper presents: (a) simulation inertial measurements with bearings to known features has results showing mapping and navigation in three dimensions; been applied to the problem of autonomous ship-board land-(b) preliminary hardware test results showing navigation and ing [8] , indoor navigation by humans [5] and navigation of mapping using an off-the-shelf inertial measurement unit and robots [13] , [11] , [12] . When features are not known their camera in a laboratory environment.
locations must be included in the vector of states to be estimated. This is known as Simultaneous Localization and [9] . However these were fairly large aircraft (10kg robotics including aerospace navigation applications [4] . In payload) and measurements included both bearing and range many situations GPS is unavailable due to jamming or envito landmarks using a camera and a laser rangefinder. (2) cles (tree trunks) and the IMU provides accelerations and angular rates in the body-fixed frame.
The feature state vector is concatenated from the states of each individual feature:
Trees are located at xi in frame 0, an inertial NED frame.
A transformation matrix T resolves a vector in frame 0 to bility of drift.
The estimation problem contains two significant nonlinearities. The first is due to the rotational degrees of Tm pae(eil ieais freedom of the UAV; the second is due to the vision sys-
The time update of the filter is driven by the kinematics of tem's projection of the three-dimensional world onto the twothe vehicle and dynamics of the IMU biases. Measurements dimensional image plane. Thus the system dynamics and of acceleration and angular rate supplied by the inertial meameasurement equations are highly non-linear and depend on surement unit. Features are assumed to be stationary.
In discrete form, the system dynamics are
linearization. An Unscented Kalman Filter [7] Gaussian random variable nc. The vehicle kinematics equations, vision equations and measurements (inertial and vision) are used to implement a filter Ej=(Zi -Z;)T Pj-ly (zi-Z) (11) to generate estimates of the state vector. An extended Kalman filter approximates a non-linear system by linearizing the sysIt is less likely that a global minimum will be found in this tem equations about the current estimate. However, the states case, but this has the advantage of being quick to compute. about which the dynamics are linearized are uncertain, leadProblems arise when there are multiple possible associations ing to potentially significant unmodelled uncertainty in the with similar errors.
In the current implementation the likelihood that a measureunknown forest of randomly distributed trees. Initial vehicle ment is associated with an existing feature is computed by localization is assumed to be precise. In effect, this defines a first evaluating the expectations Eij. Those which satisfy coordinate frame relative to the vehicle's initial position.
Eij < (12)
A sequence of images is shown in Figure 2 . In the first frame (t=O. Is) only 4 features have been seen and mapped: note are kept as potential associations. A nearest neighbor apthe large uncertainty in feature positions. As the vehicle folproach is then used to assign correlation for each measurelows its trajectory feature localization becomes more precise. ment. While this approach is brittle, it has been adequate for Eventually all but 5 of the features have been mapped (these this application.
5 features never came into view of the camera), and as seen in Figure 3 the vehicle has maintained a consistent estimate When a particular bearing is not assigned to any current feaof its own position. ture the estimate state vector is augmented with a new feature. The choice of -y thus incorporates a probability that a particMonte Carlo Simulation ular measurement will be assumed to refer to a new feature: a large value of -y reflects a belief that a bearing is likely to
The UAV is flown in a circular trajectory of radius 20m at a be associated with a previously seen feature, while a small velocity of tlOm/s and an altitude of 5m through a forest of value of -y increases the likelihood that a new feature will be randomly distributed trees. A new random forest was genercreated.
ated at the start of each run.
Feature Initialization-Landmark initialization for bearingsConsistency of the estimate is checked by comparing the 2-only SLAM has proven to be a difficult issue to resolve in a norm of the estimate error with the estimated variance: consistent manner. However solutions have been proposed E I(xk-Xk)T(xk -X) which defer inclusion of a new feature until an appropriate Dk E T Pkk (13) level of "Gaussian-ness" has been achieved in its position estimate [1] or which define the feature's position along a where, for a consistent estimator:
line [3] . For the problem of UAV flight in a forest we implement a heuristic: given the estimate of the vehicle's altitude, Dk = 1 (14) a new feature is generated at the intersection of the bearing This is plotted in Figure 4 . Note that the ratio of true error earth) orbiting a fixed point. In this case it is more appropriate to express error relative to the desired orbit point. Over several orbits the same features will be seen repeatedly, enabling cyclic reductions in vehicle position error. Alternatively, if the camera is pointed towards the center of the orbit the same features may remain in view continuously, further reducing many factors: the number of features in view at any given position error. Again the error characteristics are dependent time, the length of time a particular feature remains in view on the number of features in view, the length of time a particand the video frame rate are all critical parameters. These in ular feature remains in view and the video frame rate. turn are affected by feature density, vehicle speed and altitude and camera field of view.
Simulations consisting of multiple orbits about the origin with the camera pointed inwards were conducted. Orbit ra- Portions of this work were carried out using computation faunknown environment using only a monocular camera and an cilities provided by Santa Clara University. 
